Institute of Astronomy, National Central University
PHD QUALIFYING EXAMINATION 2018: GALACTIC AND EXTR,AGALACTIC ASTR,OPHYSICS

1. In recent years, multi-messenger astronomy has been established. (In total 28 points * bonus 5 points)
(1,1) Plcase describe the four of messengers (2 points x 4; 8 points)
(1.2) Please describe the major messenger sources (2 points x 5; 10 points)
(1.3) Please list up key science projects for this forefront science fields with proper scientific and instrumental reasons (at least 5 projects; 2 points x 5; if more than 5 projects, additioual 5 points;

10+5)
2. Corrrpositiori of our Universe
(Tn total 22 points)

is estimated as T6To of dark eilergy, 20% of. dark mattcr , and 4Vo of baryon.

(2.1) Piease describe three observational efforts to estimate this fraction. (2 points x 3; 6 points)
(2.2) To map the dark mattcr clistribrrtion and investigatc dark cnergy, clark cnergv srrrvey (DES) and
Subam/Hyper-suprime-Cam surveys (both in optical) have been ongoing, What is the physicai
background of these surveys? Please use cosmic shear and gravitational lensing for this explanation. (8 points)
(2.3) For further observational efforts, the launch of eR.OSITA (X-ray) mission is scheduled in 20182019. What is the importance of this entire sky survey in X-ray? Please describe by rnentioning
cluster of galaxies, dark matter, dark energy, and large-scale structure. (8 points)

3. Here we use a simple argument to show the relation between luminosity distance and angular distance
used in cosmology. (In total 15 points)
(3.1) First of all, r(t) : a.(t)ro represents the separation of two points as universe expands with rate o(l).
GiventhattheCMBteurperatulechangesas?(f) xo(t)-l,showthat?u-11 :(1 +z)?ou.u"'..(3
points)

(3.2) Given that CMB behaves like black-body, then its luminosity for a patch of CMB with size
R and temperatrrre 7 follows the Stefan-Boltzman law. If this patch of CMB is emitting with
temperature fl"-i1, then what is the expression of flux that received at distance D;- (the lumiuosity
distance) awav? (4 points)

(3.3) Flom observer's point of view (at present time fs), the observer sees this patch of CMB subtended
arr angular sizc of 0: R.lDt, wlicre D4 is thc angular distancc. Then what is thc expression of
the flux received by the observer? (4 points)
(3.a) Combine the results in (3.1), (3.2) and (3.3) and show that

D1 :

Da\+z))

This is the relation between luminosity distance and angular distance. (2 points)

(3.5) Give one example of astrophysical object to measure luminosity distance and angular distance.
(1 point x 2; 2 points)

-24. The space within a gaiaxy cluster can fill with inter-cluster mecliurn with tcmperature of - 108K.
Assume this gas is fully ionized hydrogen, show or calculate the following: (In total 15 points)
(4.1) Using equa,tion of hydrostatic equilibrium, show that the pressure can be expressed

as

GMp

n
r:r

What assuurption(s) you have to rrrake? (7 points)
law for the fully ionized hydrogen gas as P
mean molecular mass p in this case? (4 points)

(4.2) Express the classical ideal

ga.s

: P(p,?).

What is the

(4.3) Using result in (4.1) and (4,2) and estimate the mass (in M6) of the hot inler-cluster medium
ga^s, assrrming r ru 1 Mpc as the tvpical size of a galaxy cluster. (4 points)

Constantsincgs-rrnit: G:6.7 xl0-sergcoB-2,
lpc : 3,1 x 1018cm, Mc:, =2 x 10339

k:1.4x

10-16ergK-L,ntr: l.7x

10-'ng,

5. Distance scale and Hubble constant. (In total 20 points)
(5.1) For simplicity, let's a point source with mass rn js orbiting at distance r ftrom the center of a
spherical galaxy with mass M, show that M : T, where o is the velocity of the point source,
(3 points)

(5.2) Given the surface brightness

I : #,

show

that M

xuz(LlI)t/'.

(S points)

(5.3) Assrrme that the mass to lrrminosity ratio is a constant for the galaxy, and u : 'u-u* at r drte to
flat rotation curve of the galaxy, show that L xufou* - this is the famous T\rlly-Fisher relation.
(6 points)

(5.4) The Thlly-Fisher relation can be used to derive the Hubble constant, explain how this can be
done. (4 points)
(5.5) Besides Tirlly-Fisher relation, Type Ia supernovae can also be used to derive Hubble constant.
Explain whv Type Ia supernova is a good standard candle. (3 points)
(5.6) Give one reason why we need accurate measurement of Hubble constant. (1 points)

